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Protection
 

AIRBORNE HAZARDS MIGHT NOT BE IMMEDIATELY APPARENT, BUT CHRONIC 
EXPOSURE TO DANGEROUS INHALANTS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS HEALTH PROBLEMS 
YEARS DOWN THE ROAD. BREATHE EASIER BY CREATING ARESPIRATORY 
PROTECTION PROGRAM FOR YOUR SCRAPYARD. 
BY LAURA GAJEWSKI 

W
ith every breath you take, you expose 1,500 

square feel of lung tissue-the area of a 
house-to whatever is in the air. Some 
chemicals, ....vhen inhaled, create an immedi

ate, acute reaction, like coughing or a burning sensation. 
But most often, respiratory damage is uoticeable only in 
the long run, after it's too late to protect yourself. Some
thing you inhale today might create health problems 
decades later. Even though it's simple to protect yourself 
against harmful inhalants, many people who work in scrap 
don't think they need to. But a respiratory protection sys
tem is someLbing every scrapyard should have. 

WHAT'S AT RISK 
It is important to know what you're protecting to better 
understand how to protect it. The lungs consist of millions 
of tiny air sacs. Blood cells pick up oxygen from those 
sacs when you inhale and drop off carbon dioxide as you 
exhale. When you inhale a contaminant, it attaches to the 
pick-up blood cell and travels with it tluough the body. 
Different organ systems attract different chemicals, so the 
contaminant will detach from the blood cell at its target 
organ via a chemical transfer. Most contaminants are nOl 
harmful when you inhale relatively small amounts of them 
once or only a few times, but when you inhale them regu
larly, they can build up in an organ system and prevent it 

from functioning normally. Repeated exposure over a long 
period of lime can cause irreversible damage, sometimes 
resulting in deadly cancers. 

Because it usually takes repeated exposure for long-term 
or cluonic effects to manifest themselves, it's a mistake to 
assume that the lack of immediate discomfort or damage 
means you're not in any danger. You might not know 
you've been breathing in toxins, but if you have chronic 
exposure-day after day, for months to years-your body 
starts to become impaired. 

SCRAPYARD HAZARDS 
According to the f\merican Lung Association, a respira
tory hazard exists when a toxic contaminant is present in 
the air at a level high enough to cause harm when some
one inhales it. For each of hundreds of separate chemi
cals, OSHA has defined specific permissible exposure 
limits, which reflect the maximum safe concentrations of 
chemical contaminants over an eight-hour workday, five 
days a week. ScrapyaJ:ds rarely create acute respiratory 
hazards, notes Barney Boynton, ISRJ's director of safety 
outreach. More likely, he says, are chronic hazards: fumE 
or bad air quality that can go unnoticed for long periods 
of time. In a scrapyard, the most common substances the 
pose all airborne hazard are heavy metals such as lead, 
mercury, cadmium, manganese, and chromium. The 
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